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. A.bstract
Sineeth -Clustering data streams attracted many researchers
~Otepo~~PPlications that generate data streams have become
~ data ar, Several clustering algorithms have been introduced
l) delliststreams based on distance which are incompetent to
toensity'bersof arbitrary shapes and cannot handle the outliers.
. 6nda~~d clustering algorithms are remarkable not only
In data Ir Itrarily shaped clusters but also to deal with noise
ob' . n d .Jeetsi enslty·based clustering algorithms, dense areas of
~gat~ ~e data space are considered as clusters which are
dethOdsf, Ylow.density area. Another group of the clustering
t:ta sPaco~ data streams is grid-based clustering where the
b e glid e
t
IS qUantized into finite number of cells which form
dasedelusru~ture and perform clustering on the grids. Grid·
;~ strestenng maps the infinite number of data records in
at lie" thean.~ to finite numbers of grids. In this paper we
dgOlithtnsgnd based clustering algorithms that use density-based
density'grjdordensity concept for the clustering. We called them
aelailsand clustering algorithms. We explore the algorit~ in
lire .alsosu the ~erits and limitations of them. The algonthms
thtsidesth llltnanzed in a table based on the important features.
eehaueat~we discuss about how well the algorithms address
b Illde.t :,gtng issues in the clustering data streams.
~ clus~~S-Data streams, Density-based clustering, Grid·
enng, Density-grid clustering
A. da 1. INTRODUCTION
generat~ stream is an enormous amount of data which is
qPPlica; nonstop at a rapid rate from sensors and mobile
ca.JI Ions I I .lQ deta'l ' og records, click-streams in web exp onng,
erefo I records, email, blogging twitter posts and etc.
les re, in . .' dearCh recent years mnung of data stream has attracte
eX'" ers \oK' • • fC 4aCtin .' J.vllntng data streams is a real tune process 0
IUsterjg ~nteresting patterns from high-speed data streams.
qn.1 ng IS a . . ., . hi h"IOgou n unportant class in data stream rmnmg 10 w c
Of data s objects are categorized in one cluster. The clustering
, Str:treams has the following characteristics:[l]
, A.n\Jarndata may only read once.
J clust . thocOns . enng algorithm must operate wi m resource
, lhe tr31nts, as streaming data is infinite.
ad\! number and size of clusters are not known in
, lh anee.
e~ Ican eVolve by time therefore the underlying c usters
, i\.n"change over the time.
J ~ • ·thrand Ustenng algorithm must be able to deal WI
inlluom noises present in the data since outliers have great
ence on the formation of clusters.
978'1
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Traditional clustering algorithms are not applicable in data
streams. Several clustering algorithms are developed recently
for clustering data streams [2], [3], [4], [5]. Some of these
clustering algorithms apply a distance function for determining
similarity between objects in a cluster. These algorithms can
only discover spherical clusters. However, non-convex and
interwoven clusters are seen in many applications.
Density-based algorithms are another major clustering algo-
rithm that has been long proposed [6]. It can find arbitrarily
shaped clusters and handles noises and yet is an one-scan
algorithm that needs to examine the raw data only once. In
density-based clustering algorithms, dense areas of objects in
the data space are considered as clusters, which are segregated
by low-density area (noise). Therefore, density-based method
is an attractive basic clustering algorithm for data streams.
Another group of the clustering methods are grid-based
clustering. The grid-based clustering method uses a multi
resolution grid data structure. It forms the grid data structure
by dividing the data space into a number of cells and perform
the clustering on the grids. Clustering depends on the number
of grid cells and independent of the number of data objects
[7]. Gird-based method could be natural choice for data stream
in which the infinite data streams map to finite grid cells. The
synopsis information for data streams is contained in the grid
cells.
Using density-based and grid-based methods, researchers
have developed several hybrid clustering algorithms for data
streams. In these algorithms, each data record in data stream
maps to a grid and grids are clustered based on their density.
Therefore, this paper intends to overview the grid and density
based clustering algorithms on data streams. We called them
the density-grid based clustering algorithms. The density-grid
based algorithms are inspected. In addition, in the discussion
part we mention the prominent challenging issues and discuss
how the algorithms handle it.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
surveys related work. Section III provides an overview of
of the density-grid based clustering algorithms. Section IV
presents discussion, and Section V summarizes our study.
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II. RELATED WORK
In the literature, there have been several clustering algo-
rithms proposed for data streams [2], [3], [4], [5]. Earlier clus-
tering algorithms for data stream used a single-phase model
that treated data stream clustering as a continuous version
of static data clustering. These algorithms used divide and
conquer schemes that partitioned data streams into segments
and discovered clusters in data streams based on a k-means
algorithm in finite space [2], [3] . CluStream [5] is another
recent data stream clustering algorithm. It uses a two-phase
scheme, which consists of an online component that processes
raw data stream and produces summary statistics and an
offline component that uses the summary data to generate
clusters. Many recent data stream clustering algorithms are
based on CluStream two-phase framework. One of limitations
of CluStream and other similar algorithms that use k-means
algorithm in their offline component is that it c~n neither re:eal
the cluster in arbitrary shape nor detect the noise and outliers,
Density-based clustering regard clusters as dense areas
that are separated by low density area. Traditional density-
based methods are DB SCAN, OPTICS and DENCLUE. DB-
SCANI [6] and its extension, OPTICS2 [8], are both typi-
cal density-based methods that grow clusters according to a
density-based connectivity analysis in spatial data set. DEN-
CLUE3 [9] is a method that clusters objects based on the
analysis of the value distributions of density functions.
Grid-based clustering algorithms divide up the data space
into finite number of cells that form a grid structure and
perform clustering on the grid structure. The main advantages
of grid-based clustering is fast processing time, since it proc~ss
the grids and not all data points. Famous grid-based clust~n~g
approaches include STING [10], WaveCluster [11], <?PtlGnd
[12] and CLIQUE4 [13]. The main advantages of gnd-based
clustering is fast processing time, since it process the grids and
not all data points. Famous grid-based clustering approaches
include STING [10], WaveCluster [11], OptiGrid [12] and
CLIQUES [13].
By combining the density concepts or density-based clus-
tering algorithms with other types of clustering, r~sear~hers
propose different kinds of algorithms such as density rruc~o-
clustering algorithms [14] and density-grid based clustenng
algorithms. In density-grid algorithms the data are .mapped
to a grid and the grids are clustered based on density such
as CLIQUE, WaveCluster, and DEN CLUE, however, they are
developed for large data sets. In this paper, we investigate
the remarkable density-grid clustering algorithms which is
developed specially for data streams including DUCStream
[15], D-Stream 1[16], DD-Stream [17], D-Stream II [18], and
PKS-Stream [19].
1Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise
20rdering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure
3DENsity-based CLUstEring
4CLustering inQUEst
5CLustering InQUEst
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III. DENSITY-GRID CLUSTERING ALGOR ring
. ed cluste.
In this section, we review the densi~y-grI~ bas ed c1uste(l1lg
algorithms on data streams. In the density-grid bas ck'rl1and. 'dstrU tw· ~
algorithms, the data records are mapped into gn fraJlleWor
cluster the grid based on density. Fig. 1 shoWSa .
for density-grid based clustering. . at oritbJllstS
One of the common characteristics of reVIewed ;aJlIeWor~
that the majority of them are based on CluStreaIll.tbJl!Sbave
which is developed by Aggrawal [5]. The algoflrne pbase,
online and offline phase for clustering. In the on; the dat3
the algorithm record summary information .abO~nSynopSIS
records and the offline phase perform clustenng s can '"
information. Algorithms on clustering data stre~ evolVing
categorized into two groups: one-pass approach an tfeaJllb)
data s 000approach. The one-pass approach clusters assUJllP
scanning the data stream only once, and under vUCStreiJllo
that the data objects arrived in chunks such a; data streaJl1~
[15] in this paper. In the evolving approach th three~n~
are considered to be changing over time. There ar
d
e lartdrllaf
. .' h 'neiu e (berof window models m evolving approa~ 1 0]. Ana \
window, sliding window, and fading wllldow [2. that(be,
.. f . d al rithms IS dat3common characteristics 0 reviewe go f tile
are based on fading model which is the relevance 0
diminish over time.
I
I
I
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[lsJl
ed {rOJll
F· 1 Density-Grid based clustering Framework (Adapt19..
A. DUCStream sSeWeS'
. gle pa U'
Gao et al. [15] developed an incremental SInd to as J), eJ
tering algorithm for data streams which is referre in lirlltt.~
I· lusters tefi"eStream. It has the ability to detect evo vmg c cllls cb
S . . le pass B2memory and time. DUe tream .IS a SI~g. bunJ'S' da"
algorithms in which the data objects arnve In c ber of Ij
, ' d contai a nurn 00chunk fits in t?~main memory an ~ontalll~ d keepsof3
points. It partitions the data space mto. units an denSItY~o
the units with large number of data points. ~~s in theas a
grid is defined by the number of the data pOln .dered. d .. conSIand if it is higher than denSIty threshol , It IS '.iog
. ....,t"dense umt. deteJW., s
Local dense unit concept is introduced for e uoit>
which unit should be maintained. The local densdeose, iJlIJ
candidate for dense unit which may become a eLIot!'flit
Therefore, DUCStream keeps the entire local denSteriog·od
chooses the dense unit between them to do the clU~e roeJll
clustering results are shown by bits to reduce
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reqU'Ireillent "ofdens .s. Clustering Bits" of a cluster shows the number
de unn : thenseu' In e cluster by one and zero for dense and non
theclus~t.For clustering data stream, DUCStream identifies
venicesers as a connected component of a graph in which
to C0tnmrepresentthe dense units and the edges are related
searchalon ~ttributes between two vertices. It uses depth first
sPaceofg~nthm in graph. The time complexity and memory
CIUsterine DUCStream is low due to utilizing the bitwise
g.
8. D S. trearn I
Chenet I
Slteatn~ a.. [16] proposed a framework for clustering data
ISbasedWhIch is referred to as D-Stream I. The framework
00 data on the observation that many clustering algorithms
h'h stream ."'Idletil s cannot find clusters of arbitrary shape or
fOrcluSte. Outliers. The idea is using density-grid approach
enng d'!be I ata streams.
a gOrithmf)'St~ procedure could be described as follows:
PoOent:e:~ I has online-offline components. The online com-
IOtoad. S a new data record, maps each input data record
re enslty .d .COrds gn and update the characteristic vector which
COlll.PoneSUlllrnaryinformation about the grid. The offline
Oeighbor.ntclusters the density grids by merging two dense
'IIh' Ing idIch ha ~I s. A grid cluster is a connected grid group
re~OVingS0hI~her density than the surrounding grids. F~r
&tidsilla uthers, D-Stream I periodically detect sporadic
OcCasion~fred.to by outliers. It also run the offline component
AsD S Y In order to adjust the clusters.
Itc . trea I'd onsiders rn. ISbased on fading model [21] of data stream,
t~ta recordWeIght for each data record which is decreased as
eWeigh ages. The density of the grid is defined as sum of
~decto th~fall data records in the grids. If no data record is
Ilag t IS id ."th ed on . gn , the density of grid decrease over the time.
.eltdiffegrlddensity, dense and sparse grid are introduced.
&tidare d rences referred to their density Dense and sparse
h efi d .uefi '. ne as follows:
~I f I'Iltzon 1I01!oW' : Dense Grid at time t, for a grid g, is defined
f) s: D( t) C
as efil'liti g, ~ N (1':" >.) = Dm, Cm > 1
fOlJow~n 2: Sparse Grid at time t, for a grid g, is defined
va~ere ~ D(g, t) ~ N(?'->.) = Dm, 0 < Ct < 1
bIlleCOUldtnand q controls the threshold because the density
\-,(9,t). not be more than -( 1 ) according to [16). The
<... IS th. 1->'
~ ~~EJ( De denSIty of the grid, it is defined as D(g, t) =
d E: (o\t~. (x, t) and D(x, t) = At-T(x) = At-Te, where
Ynatni~ hIS a Constant called the decay factor (capture the
I
.f)·Str. c anges of a data stream). N is the number of grids.
_ ~I 'd
th as hash puts the grids under consideration on the gn
~ dens'tytable and checks the list in special time intervals. If
eShol~.Value of a grid become lower than special density
CChen ,It will be removed from the grid list.
~ ~~ .Wh PleXit . showed that D-Stream I improves the tImeI. en a Y and quality of clustering compared to CluStream.
"Ie new d dII) SUlllnJ. . ata record arrives, D-Stream I needs to up a~e
apPed t::: Information of the grid which is the new data IS
It. lIence, the time complexity is 0(1).
C. DD-Stream
Jia et al. in [17] proposed a framework called DD-Stream
for density-based clustering of data streams in grids. They
developed an algorithm, DCQ-means, for improving quality of
clustering by considering the border points of the grids. The
framework is online-offline phase in which the online phase
reads the new data records and maps to the grids and the offline
phase perform the clustering on the grids using DCQ-means
algorithm. DCQ-means algorithm extracts the data points on
the border of the grid and joins boundary data points in the
grid before adjusting the cluster. In DCQ-algorithm if the data
is located in the border of two or more grids, it uses the most
direct distance from the center of these grids to determine
which data point belongs to which grid. In order to determine
the distance between the data points and the neighboring grid,
the eigenvector of the grid is defined for keeping a record of
the central grid. If the distance of the grid is the same for
more than one neighboring grids, the data point will be added
to the grid with the higher density. If the neighboring grids
have same density, the data point is added to the grids with
the latest updates.
Jia et al. in [17] show that by extracting the border points,
their algorithms has lower time complexity in comparison to
CluStream and yet it has better scalability.
D. D-Stream II
In [18], Tu et al. improved the D-Stream II by considering
the positional information about the data. They address this
issue by introducing the grid attraction concept which shows
to what extend the data in one neighbor is closer to another
neighbor. It has attraction based mechanism to generate cluster
boundaries. The clustering procedure of D-Stream II is the
same as the D-Stream I, the only difference is that before
merging two grids D-Stream II checks the grid attraction of
two grids. If the grid attraction is higher than threshold, they
are strongly correlated, and the grids will be merged. The grid
attraction is defined as follows:
Definition 3: Grid Attraction The density attraction for a
d-dimensional data record x ~ (Xl ... Xd), if x map to a grid
9 centered at C1 ..• Cd and 9 E N B(g) be a neighboring
d (
' , ) , ,
grid of the 9 centere at gl'" gd ' Ck i= gk and Ci i= gi'
i = 1, ... ,d,i i= k. The attraction between x and g' is
, d '.
attrini(X, 9 ) = I1i=l bi(x, 9 ) whIch denotes the attraction
between x and h in the ith dimension is:
{
.!±!!l., 2
bi(x, 9 ) = 1+ w(Li.. _ ~.)
2 2" '
if IXi - cil < ri - Ei,
otherwise.
w = -1 if i i= k and w = 1if i = k and ~i = X~;Cj N B (g)
is the set of neighboring grids whose center differs"from 9 in
at most one dimension.
By considering both density and attraction they generate
better result for clustering. D-Stream II keeps the grid list
in black red tree which improves the running time for lookup
and update. The space complexity is O(logt N), and yet time
complexity is O(log log* N) for looking up in the grid list (
N the total number of grIds and A is the decay factor).
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IV. DISCUSSION
TABLE I
SUMMARIZATION OF DENSITy-GRID CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS »>
Algorithm Year Objective Data Synopsis
Time Space
Name structure data
Complexity comp~
DUC-Stream 2005 Clustering data Graph Chunks in main memory Size of cluster
b.t stringWI
a. I f dense
streams based on bits
SIZe 0
dense unit detection
unit~
D-stream I 2007 Real-time Cluster- Hash Table Summarized vector of 0(1)
cJ(N)
ing data streams data records in the grid
_____.-/
DD-stream 2008 Cluster border Hash Table Summarized vector of O(N)
O(N)
points based on data records in the grid
cJ(logt~distance function
D-stream II 2009 Handling positional Red black Summarized vector of O(log log -t Nl
information Tree data records in the grid ~
PKS-Stream 2011 Handling Pks-Tree summarized vector of O(logN),
Depen
high dimensional data records in the grid worst case
of tree
data in grid O(N)
E. PKS-Stream
Ren et al. in [19] proposed an algorithm for clustering
data streams based on grid density for high dimensional data
streams. Most of existing density-grid clustering algorithms
cannot handle high dimensional data stream efficiently, there-
fore Ren et al. in [19] proposed PKS-Stream algorithm based
on grid density and Pks-tree. By using Pks-tree for clustering,
the efficiency of storage and indexing are improved.
In the grid-based clustering approach, there are a lot of
empty cells especially for high dimensional data. If all the
grids are saved, it has an easy computation with high time
complexity. If only non empty grids are saved, the algorithm
looses the relation between grids. So Pks-tree is used for
recording not only the non-empty cells, but also the relation
between grids.
It is online-offline algorithm. In the online phase of PKS-
Stream algorithm, the new data record in the data stream are
continuously read and mapped to the related grid cells in the
Pks-tree at all levels. If there is a grid cell for the data record,
the data record is inserted. Otherwise, a new grid cell is created
in the tree. In the offline phase, the clustering is started with
non-empty cells in the leaf node level of Pks-tree, Firstly, it
checks the density of the grid, if it is higher than a threshold,
a new cluster is created. After that, the neighboring grids are
checked if their density is higher than the threshold, the grids
will put in the same cluster as the first grid
The sporadic grid is omitted in two situations: if the grid
receive a few records over the time, or if many data records
mapped to it but the density is reduced and is less than
threshold. For improving the efficiency of the algorithms the
empty grid cell is omitted using K-cover concept periodically.
K-cover shows that the number of non empty grids in the
neighboring of leaf node grids. The average computational
complexity of PKS-Stream is O(log N) and in the worst case
complexity is O(N).
densitY'
We reviewed several important algorithms that u: oriwJl1S
grid methods for clustering data streams. These. dgde(lSit't
mapped the input data into th-,e grids and then appl1e itlsteriOg
based clustering algorithms or density concepts ~or~ oriw(l1S
data streams. Table I summarizes the density-grId g
discussed in this paper. !Ilsteriog
The major challenging issues in the data stream. c d space,
are represented in handling noise, limited time, lifIl.l
te
·!e{llaOl
handling evolving data and high dimensional data. Wbl issllel-
methods have been proposed to address some of theSeeollslj.
. .multan d'
they are often unable to address these Issues ~I s of~
Table II presents the reviewed algorithms In te~oJloWl0g
dressing the above challenges. The algorithms have
solutions for addressing the challenges: (lceiO
'nfWe ble
• Handling noisy data: Noisy data has great I t bea d
formation of clusters , so each algorithms rn.t revieW'I
to handle the noisy data. Most of density-grl d to dete'
algorithms has a t~chni~ue which is devel~pe 'fl!e~g~.
and remove sporadic gnds mapped by outlIers. 'odic~ll
rithms check the density of a sporadic grid pe~oldit I;
If the density is lower than the special thres tileg~
considered as noise and will be removed from
~ d~~
• Evolving data: It is not desirable to treat the \terest ~
as a long sequence of static data since we are ItfCaJIl·
in the evolving temporal feature of the data s"ceptd~(
the aforementioned algorithms of this paper, e coOS1 :1·thms v~
DUCStream algorithm, all the other algofl cessa ~
the behavior of data streams as an evolving ~ro wjOdO~
the time using fading window model. In fadi~fates.~~
model, the density of each data record ass~re welgc~
a decay factor. The decay factor palaces rn bistO~I'
on the most recent data without discarding th~ r ofM
information. DUCStream considers the beha
Vlo
~e
streams as the data objects arrive in chun_ks.at data,~e
• High dimensional data: In high-dimenSIon to pall
number of grids can be large. Therefore, hOW
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DENSITY G TABLE IT
- RID CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS WITH CHALLENGING ISSUES
";;-
Den'i\] slty-Grid Limited Limited Evolving Handling HighgOrithrns
Memory Time Data Noisy Dimensional
~am
Data Data
~treaiiil
X X x
~
x x
Ire x x
~ x
~
x x x
x x x
high dimen' li d . al bili '0' 1iss siona ity an Improve sc a I ity IS a en ca
is ~e. Among the reviewed algorithms, only PKS-Stream
the eVeloped specially for high dimensional data. Since
in re. are many empty grids in high dimensional data
to grid clustering, the index structure Pks-tree is used
ems~ore the non-empty grid cells, which improves the
assClency of storage and indexing. Other algorithms
So:e that most grids are empty or contain few records
high e~ do not have special method for handling the
Co dimensional data or they suffer from high time
•t ill.?lexity.
Illtited T' . . dStre nne: One of the prominent challenges in ata
to hllin.clustering is forming the clusters in limited time
lowandle the high speed data stream. D-Stream II is the
It uest time complexity compared to the other algorithms.
list~~.red black tree data structure for retaining the grid
• lirui ich makes it faster to update and lookup.
it is ~edSp~ce: Due to the large volume of stream data,
fec impossible to retain the information for every data
Ord 'T'L f . . ., thdata . ~llere ore, the reviewed algonthms parl100n e
fec space into discretized fine grids and map new data
Ords .nOt Illto the corresponding grid. The raw data are
gr)d:ecorded since the algorithms only operate on the
feco .Th.~yrecord the synopsis information about the data
Vie:ds .Ill each grids. The density-grid algorithms re-
and ~d In this paper use different summarization method
ata structure for recording the synopsis data.
Cl V. SUMMARY
IQ USterin . .bllsin g data streams have several important apphcatlOnsOUts eSS' d' . h~ tandi - in ~stry, and science, This paper reviewed t e
a d:nsi;~ ~enslty-grid clustering algorithms for data stre:un.
8U~dand gnd algorithms, the data records are map~ed into
.~anz ~en the grids are clustered based on density. The
IVIth theirabon of reviewed density-grid clustering algorithms
clllllrthe characteristic are shown in Table 1.
USterintmore, important research challenges in data stream
~ g~ ·thm" fess th re presented and discussed how the algon s
VQ es' . dIII the q e ISsues. Selection of the approaches IS depen
U uality f' A 'tchStrated' 0 addressmg the research challenges. s 1
cl:lIenginl~ Table n, the algorithms cannot handle the all
8.Slenn ~ ISSue at the same time. The area of data streamtil] g IS sti'll' . h 11k. feill.'. III ItS infancy. A number of open c a enges
Illgl- aln In d . . h dl'
'1 d~ . enslty-grid algorithms particularly 10 an mg
enslon Id . .a ata and low orne compleXIty.
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